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Scalable 
Solutions.

One10 Conference provides a scalable 

aesthetic with a versatile range of tables 

that provide solutions for casual to formal 

meetings that can support individual 

technology, the sharing of personal 

technology, or communal technology 

equipment. From conference tables, 

meeting tables, TV stands, and Parsons 

Tables, the collection provides flexibility for 

tailored applications, virtually anywhere.

Conference Tables with decorative 

inlays, sleek channels, or solid tops are 

available in 48" and 60" widths, and 

lengths of 96" up to 192". All sizes are 

available in classic rectangular, boat-

shape, or tapered view shape. Each style 

offers passive cord management options 

for power and USB charging.

One10 (right): Chanel Driftwood with Pearl 
White inlay. Task Seating: Clutch Swivel in 
Ultraleather Pro, White Wash.

One10 (below): Takase Teak with White 
Zebrine bases. Task Seating: Clutch Swivel in 
Ultraleather Pro, White Wash.

Block Conference with Inlay
Boat Shape

Block Conference with Channel
Tapered View Shape

Block Conference
Classic Rectangle Shape 
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Integrated 
Technology.

Power through the day with convenient 

and intuitive solutions within easy reach. 

One10 Conference offers technology that 

includes the necessary cords to keep all the 

latest phones and tablets charged. Amp 

up meetings with powerful collaborative 

screen sharing. Up to 64 users can connect 

through wireless technology to share in a 

real and relevant way.

Parsons Tables are offered in 42", 36" and 

30" heights and span up to 120". Specify 

a classic one piece top or a contemporary 

two-piece top with a slot down the center 

for passive cord storage with power and 

USB charging.

One10: Chanel Driftwood. Seating: Bow Tie 
Barstools in Mayer Quattro, Umber.

White, black, or silver Duo and Trio power 
ports can be mounted in worksurfaces, below 
worksurfaces, or in wire management channels. 
Available in standard Nema plugs or non-
sequential daisy-chain plugs. See price list for more 
information on ports and applicable locations. 

All One10 bases include accessible passive wire 
management.

Parsons Tables Single Column Meeting Tables
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Stay Connected.

Connect with clients and co-workers 

in environments that invite real 

conversation. Mix tables of seated, 

counter, or standing height with ancillary 

media credenzas and TV stands to 

further enhance productivity. Achieve a 

clean, contemporary look enhanced by 

the straight-grain color palette of wood 

veneers and textured laminates.

Meeting Tables have a central column 

and low profile base design to allow for 

unfettered use around all sides of the 

table without table legs getting in the 

way of chairs or users’ knees. The column 

is available for seated or standing height 

tables and features a removable panel to 

route cords. Meeting Tables can be used 

in a variety of combinations with Media 

Credenzas and TV Stands.

One10 (right): Juniper Rain. Seating: Bow Tie 
barstools in Pallas Bounce Orange Peel. Triple 
Play stools in Pallas Marbles Army Men with 
Marbles Sand Box trim.

One10 (below): Sunglow Walnut.

Combine Meeting Tables, Footed Credenzas and 
Monitor Stands to create media centers at 42", 
36" or 30" high. 

Media Credenza
72" w × 18" d × 36" h 

Low Footed Media Credenza
72" w × 18" d × 24" h 

Low Footed Media Credenza
Routed to accept TV Stands and wire management
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Veneer Options

Toasted Coconut
TC

Champagne Royale
CR

Sunglow Walnut
SW

Cherry Spice
CS

Java Wenge
JW

Chanel Driftwood
CD

Laminate Options

Pearl White
PL

White Zebrine
WZ

Juniper Rain
JR

Richmond Cherry
CH

Takase Teak
TS

Midnight Echo
ME
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